
TRAFFIC TOO FAST ON BLACKACRES BLVD

I wish to add my concems regarding the trahc going too fast on Blackacres Blvd,
especially on the wide curve between Edgehill Road and the west end of Edgehill

I support a stop sign at Blackacres Blvd and Yewtree Gardens, as well as any other
measwes that might slow the traffic.

ong Blackacres Blvd., perhaps an additional
of Edgehill Crescent to prevent motorists

e toward Hawthorne Road in the east or
. I have seen multiple stop signs used

effectively inthe Masonville area south of Masonville Place, to control speeds and

perhaps limit traffic using the residential sdeets to avoid the clogged arterial roads.

I would like to see a line painted in the mi$le of the ro
their own side of the road. Drivers often crgss into the
the curve at speeds over the limit.

from Wonderland tuming onto Fanshawe
d to go through the subdivision to

erland onto Fanshawe.

I walk my dog along the sidewalk on glacilacres, and frequentþ yell at cars (I confess) to
slow down! When have to choose my crossing point very
carefully, with good make sure that we can cross safely,.

Cars speeding along to stop for pedesnians or cars exiting

Crescent.

from side streets or from driveways.

to travel west if they do not live in the

At the very leas! please put a stop sign at Blvd and Yewüee Gardens.

I give permission for this letter to be used for the presentation to the CV/C mreting,-as

*ã11 * to be included on the public a""aå that will also be posted on the City's website-

Jocelyn Cline
43 Edgehill Crescent
LondonN6c 2T5

from Blackacres
c,I fear thata

end, trffic will increase with motorists
strict in the Fanshawe and Hyde Park Road
ght parts of the road could help to prevent

motorists from gaining speed as they exit the curve, and from using the residential süeets
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Craig

Sandy McCaw

May-03-12 3:37 PM

Steve Craig

Vicky's letter including her perrhission

Origrnal Message
SubjiiecfiRE: Stop Sign at Yew Tree Gardens

Date:Thtr, 03 May 201215:16:09 -0400

To:--
CC:Sandy McCaw 1

To ìMrom lt May Concern:

I am a resident at 35 Yew Tree Gardens,
adding a stop sign, speed bumP, or

As a resident with two small children, I am
off our street (Yew Tree Gardens) onto
the bend, heading south on Blackacres, is
times I have proceeded to pull out with no
with no attempt to slow down as they see

I will have to send my regrets on attending
another meetÍng with my work schedule but
action to be taken.

I give permission for this letter to be
website.

Sincerely,

Victoria & Justin PhilliPs

35 Yew Tree Gardens

London, ON N6G 2S9

Victoria Phillips, ncrv I Senior Property

Larlyn Property Management I ISO 900L:

5¿t0 Wharncliffe Road South I London, ON

Direct 519'266-3339 | F 519-690-0100

vphillips@larlvn.com I www'larlvn.com

DISCLAIMER:This e-mail message is ¡ntended only for the

exempt from d¡sclosure under applicåble law lf you have r(

sender and delete this e'mail message.

and feelthat some action is required in regards to
is necessary to slow the träffic down on Blackacres Blvd.

for my childrenls safety each and every day as I pull

The speed that the vehicles are coming at around
in excess of the posted speed limit of 50 km. Several

icles in sight to have a vehicle come barreling down on me

rounding the bend.

upcoming meeting at City Hallfor May 14, 2012 due to
my support on the situation and the need for some

on the public agenda and posted on the City's

Registered
2N4

recipient(s) above and may contain informat¡on that ¡s pfivileged. conRdential and/ol"

tlris mesèa'ge in enor, or nôt the named recipient(s). please immediately not¡ry the
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Subject: Fwd: Blackacres Blvd - Excessive Speed Control

Agendalern#

Flom: Brown, Matt
Sent: Sunday, May 06, 2012 09:21 AM
To: Saunders, Cathy

At the resident's request. Please include this email below in the CWC agenda package.

Thankyor¡ Matt

On Apr 29,2012, at9:40 PM, 'Burke Denison" .

Apnl29,2012
Blackacres Blvd - Traffic Speed Control
Councillor Matt Brown

Dea¡Matt

'We have written this letter to request your assistance to get the Cþ of London to alleviate the
trafffic hazards that exist on the section of Blackacres Blvd between Fox Hollow Ravine and
V/inding Way Crescent.

Since we have lived at 294Blackacres we have personally witnessed the actual accident or the
results of accidents for 77 different incidents in the immediate area by our residence. The
accidents have ranged from minor fender dents to major damage requiring full medical services.
All of the accidents were the results of drivers going ioo fast fõr the road and the road
conditions.

Last August, the City placed a radar speed device on Blackacres Blvd near Yew Tree Gardens.
The device had a large display that showed the vehicle's speed. As the screen was easily
viewable from ow porch, my wife and I played a game of guessing the speed of east bound
vehicles. It seemed that the majority of vehicles (60 - 70%) were measured in the 55 to 60 KPH
range - most after slowing down a bit. But there were a significant number Q0%+¡ of vehicles,
including city buses that even after slowing still measured in the 60 - 65 KPH range. There are
two items about this radar sampling that I would like to point out:

1. The radar device was in place over the August long weekend, so it would not be
a valid sample of the trafEc flow.

2. Blackacres Blvd is a residential street with a speed limit of 50 kilometers per

M.

Blackacres Blvd was designed with a series of curves which is particularly noticeable in the
Edgehill Road to Winding V/oods Road section. Exiting from V/inding'Woods Road onto
Blackacres Blvd east can be a safety hazard at the best of times due to that lack of sight lines to
actually see the traffrc coming from the west. On Yew Tree Gardens, due to the curve placement
and made worse by home owners parking vehicles in their driveways, it is impossible to see

oncoming taffrc while attempting to exit onto Blackacres Blvd. As these intersections exist,

they are safety hazards and both my wife and I avoid using them.

Would you please arrange with the Cities Road department to place all- way Stop signs at the

intersections of Blackacres Blvd and Yew Tree Gardens as well as the intersection of Blackacres

Blvd and V/inding Woods Road / V/inding Woods Crescent?

We feel that the placement of an additional fou¡ (4) stop signs would significantly help to

eliminate the excessive speeds and reduce the amount of accidents in the immediate vicinity.

If you have ariy questions please feel free to contact either myself or my spouse.

Thanks

Burke & Ma¡y Denison

PS: Did you find out where on Blackacres Blvd the traffrc monitoring device was placed a week

or so ago? If so, where was it as I certainly couldn't see any evidence of one?
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Agend¿lbnf

Page 1 of1

Graig

Steve,

VALERIU IONESCU:

\liaY-02'129:24 PM

Stevencraig@rogers' com

Trafic saÞ$ at Blackacres Blvd' & Yew Gardens

supportthe idea of-having installed an

,oôY"* Tree Gardens' -,"

WAY stop sign atthe intersection of Blackacres

C. a{ru rvvv ¡rv- ---
t"n-YfamilY andall
r ç-Li^loc cnaêfl ln tnß

unsafe being outside close the road'.'

to be in torrt or*y ioi"á ) tt' usually too bigh

0,2006 T9üi"J"4i"Ï$îJtrî* .t2 
-21602) )' the

de$oyedby out oÏ- 
F -r^-+ -^rrrrinn to slowthe

in front of mY house IlâYe uçr¡r¡ w*
rr' -- Âr r - lr/aY stoo sipns inthis i få: :it;äd"JJJn'i'"t" solutionto slow the

iüä;,ú""t;;d and pe{estriT',J.' 
**, " o,"o

damage our veblcles' m¿lÃ'ç Lrrv us^-

vehicles.

iä'iJr.,liT" ;tself and mY famillY
: -.; ^ 2.1^^ ^f oncetl lrrrmos On or¡r I

*tuå 

i¿"oôrðPeedbumPs on oul

ä"o:TJt"#;; i"*p' ?" 
ü: ïil 5 *'ffiåt havrng sPttçu "*äd;;not good at all for

, increase Pollution I

100%theideaof ALL-WAY stop signs andwe're 100%

: City Council'
íreaiä and taken in consideration'

.:---^ L-, ¡hnna . or bY Email

Thankyouvery much'

Valeriu & Mariana Ionescu

ö;;i -ht' Ëtter ani ¡11n:f:l'lÌrl¡ti'ç yrvev¡^- - our voice and our
We deserve to have Ã^i- -
üt: äî;;;*t"d, regarding this matter' any timebY Phone
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Steve

From:
Sent:
To:

My hu
pregn
come
our
the I
which
and
tree
par
likel
time.

MaY-03-12 12'.27 A\tl

petition for three way stop sign at Blackacres Blvdl/ew Tree Gardens

It May Concern (from those it DOES concern),

band c r moved onto Blackacres Blvd. on october 31, 'J.992. r was seven months

nt with our first child and we r^¡ere very excited to see alf the little chil-dren
nd go that first-".r-tti.tg in their cute Hal-Ioween costumes and imagine the time when

n child(ren) would go trick or treatj-ng. tüe were horrified when very shortly after
st child rang our dóorbelt, a car came speeding down the road, !?"f-tl?^"::I?^{:"
iå jiËa"n;ö:"";. ríve) at such excess sþeeo rhat he rost c ,ntrol or his vehícre
oceeded to hit two parked cars. ff. then went airborne' sheared the top off of a

n the boulevard before finally slamming into the side of a cube van (which was

in the homeowner's driveway). If it had been an hour earlier, he would very
have taken the lives of soile l-ittle ones had they been on the sidewalk at the

acres ano Ene next (Jrlc ll(JL ut¡u¿r
s route and the LTC buses travel so fast
e haJ-fway point (again, which is the curve
nearly tipþed on their outside wheels'

lic School) where all our children have
currently enroll-ed' Driving to pick my

overtaken by a speeding vehicle on my

children weie being let out of schoof ' This
which cars travel down mY street'

allowed any of our four chitdren to play
least 10 yèars old for fear they would be

n if we were outside with them'

ome increasingly difficult over the past five
n Blackacres and this will only become worse
subdivisíon f eadi-ng towards lfalmart '
om behind by a speeding vehicle as- I
noon. I haã my turn signal on well in
ot.r, ¡ot the vän behind me üras already going
ore she hit me.

orhood would like to petition for a three v¡ay

Yew Tree Gardens iir an effort to slow thg
ts kil-Ied.

o.r"t fn" years since then, we have seen manv near.miss"" "Ï11^1: lil.Ì.1^in:l:^o:: t"

""cesb 
spèed that is gathered as the cars tiavel down our street^::t:::",,::?1 sisns that

EÃuvÞù ÈPçes r-------- - 'acres and the next one noÈ untir
r LL^ r m^ L,.-^â lr=rral

my iPad=
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Page 1 of I

Graig

SandY McCaw

APnl-27-128:04 PM

Steve Craig

Sandy McCaw

Gity Hall Letter - SandY & Jim McGaw

WhomItMaY Concem'

d

¡çeirleîrs of YewTree Gardens, wehave-notic* T---:i-"-i

z-wa's rear ended driving2, wasrear ended arivtlg
i"tt *""t u¡hile Parked on

e.,er no action was taken bY CitY

ùVe have approached the city more ever no action was taken by City

t{all.

we are proposing thatthe citv put mr"i*iåîfiii:Ïii'
sñà] 

-Ãvitho-¡æ*uti*s will
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: Philip H Floyd

Agnl-2t121ì0:09 AM

Sandy McGaw

Yew Tree Gardens and Blackacres

¿nd KatherineFloy4

2S9

regarding the Yew Tree Gardens and

Exiting from Yew Tree Garde,ns during

Therehave been several vehicle accidents at
very seriou*
When Blaclcacres BtYd is extended
haffic voh¡¡ne will increasg aod the above

thatthe intersection ofYew Tree
device orpossibþ a 3-way stop sign. As

and Aldersbrook Gate, is a3-way
atthe lntersection of Yew Tree Gdns and

for your time in looking into this problçn

Blvd at:thæ location. Cars moving at even
One has to loolq of course, and listen for the of cars ìn boú
exitíng Yew Tree Gdns. At night we also for headlights strining around the curve bf
Any cars parked near the intersection,
pull out and enter the opposiæ side ofthe - this increases the risk of collision.
Wintertimc snow banks anl icy'road surface and inc¡ease these riskq since
and maneuverabinity are both compromised. I! has been necessary at times to have someone
the op,posite side ofthe roa{ from cars YewTree Gdns, to wæchfortraffioon

very faS and appear to be breakingfieOfteNl cars traveling on Blackacres are
havebeen maûy ocçasions wlren we have onto Blackacres fronn Yew Tree Gdns'
was clear, only find a car approaching from behind at speed because it was
limit æound the curve. We have had to
has been forced to brake.

to avoid collision and the driver of,the

: Phil& Kathy Floyd's comments:

I

7:30-9:30 am weekday.s (fhe ûm9 when many peoqle are

'I

speeds oan appear vefrrapi
nd of cars in both colliSion

'inærsection ofYew Tree Gdns andBlackarires, so,me

as new subdivisions are,built, we believe thadBlachcres
blemswill becomewoße. i

& Katherine Floyd

orn behalf,
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April252012

To Whom ltMay Concern:

We live at278 Blackacres Blvd and have notice an insrease in high speed traffic long this
street. This is only to get worse when the extension of Blackacres opens. We do have
times where it is difficult to back out of or¡¡ driveway due to the cr¡n¡e in the road and the
high speed of oncoming trafEc. V/e need the city to instatl a 3 way stop at Yew Tree
Gardens and Blackacres Blvd to slow the traffic down.

I also believe more will be required once the Blackacres extension opens. This is one of
the main through fair for this neighborn hood and traffic needs to slow down. I believe
with the additional Stop sþ at Yew Tree Gardens this will be a start to slowing down
the traffic in our neighbourhood as Blackacres Blvd is a main steets in the area

Yours Truly

'€^-ogr--"L-
Bradley Nelson
2TSBlackaqes Blvd
London, Ontario
N6G2V2
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April24,2012

Ward 7 Councillor Matt Brown
3'1 4-300 Dufferin Avenue
London, Ontario N6B 122
City Hall 519-661-2500, Ext. 4597

Dear Mr. Brown:

This letter is in support and recommendation of a¿Gl three way stop sign at the
corner of Blackacres Blvd and Yew Tree Gardens, London, Ontario.

We have lived at 295 Blackacres Blvd for forty years now and have seen numerous
accidents, cars racing, and near fatalities on Blackacres Blvd at the corner of Yew Tree

Gardens. With the upcoming extension of Blackacres Blvd this situation will
increasingly get worse.

We are urging the City of London to respond to this request as soon as possible as this

has been an ongoing issue for the last forty years on Blackacres Blvd. This situation

needs to be dealt with before lives are lost.

Sincerely

June Davidson, Tammy Davidson, Robin Davidson

295 Blackacres Blvd, London, Ontario, N6G 2T9
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Subject: Traffic lssues Blackacres Blvd.

To whom it may concern,

As residents of 284 Blackacres Blvd., our house is situated directly across from

yew Tree and midway on the curve in the road. The curve creates blind spots at

elther end, which is hazardous for residents exiting their driveways due to

vehictes traveling at speeds unsafe for the conditions.

We have firsthand experience with accidents occurring as a result of these

conditions. We have had one boulevard tree sheared off and it's replacement

broadsided. ln the later situation I was standing about 6 feet frorn the tree

when the accident happened and lucky not to have been iniured. our

neighbours on either side have each had trro trees destroyed by vehicles losing

control and crashing into them. One of those neighbours had a car crash into his

garage. We have atso had a car rear end us as we were about to turn into our

driveway.

The problem is obvious, vehicles traveling too fast for the circumstances

creat¡ng dangerous conditions for residents and drivers.

our objective is to implore the city to provide a viable solution before more

property is damage or residents iniured'

The solutions that have been proposed are a 3 way stop at Yew Tree and /or

speed bumps similar to those in westmount on vicount and cranbrook' we

favour the speed bump solution. Further there is no posted speed limit on

Blackacres Blvd. rn accordance with the Highway Traffic Act where the speed

limit is not posted the speed limit is 50 km/hr. speed limit signs should be

posted in this area. We favour 40 km/hr'
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hopeisthatthecitywilltakeactiontoremedythisdangeroussituation
all haste.

Thankyoufor your expeditious attention to this matter'

Yours ResPectfullY'

lohn and Louise Dougan
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the members of London CitY Council

are writing in support of our concerned neighbours in their quest for a stop sþn at

corner of Vew Tree Gardens and Blaclkacres Blvd.

have lived at Zg2Blackacres Blvd for t0 years, and in that period we have seen the

lme of traffic, and the speed at which it travels increase dramatically. currently, there

un¡mpeded fdw trom Ha:vrnhorne to Atdersbrookcreating speedway conditions in our

ä".'rtn"nldrivers use our street as a shortcut to Fanshawe viaAldersbrook Gate

\

further increasing the volume.

volume willonly increase when the new subdivision is opened and traffic is allowed

to the new houses on Blackacres,

hàve seen trees destroyed drivers missing the curves in this area, and accidents

impatient drivers p"ssing on the curves. Add this.to the bus tratfic, parked vehicles

snäwbanks in the winter, and a very dangerous situation exists.

stop sign at the corner of Yew Tree and Blackacres would reduce the speed of the

rffic at the curve and make it much safer for the children, pensioners, and others in

neighbourhood.

and Terry Fraser
Blackacres Blvd.

On
2V2
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Page 1 ofl

Graig

MICK

May-03-12 5:49 PM

Blackacres Blvd.

320t2

M. Brown
COUNSELLOR

Blackacres Blvd:

become very concerned about the speed at which people are travelling down Blackacres Blvd,

LTC. I would recommend that the city install speed limit signs on the street or alternatively speed

may slowthe traffc down.

& Mrs. Richa¡dson
Blackacres Blvd.

Ont
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Alex & Eric Kubiak

51 Yew Tree Gardens

London, ON N6G2S9

May 4,2OL2

To Whom lt May Concern:

As residents of Yew Tree Gardens, we would also like to raise our concerns regarding the busy street of
Blackacres Blvd. We strongly believe the 3 way stop sþn would solve all issues related to the safety
when exiting Yew Tree Gardens. When making your decision, please take into consideration the
following points of concern:

o limited visibility in both directions due to the curve of Blackacres Blvd at that location
o vehicles moving at legal speeds can appear around either corner very rapidly
o cars parked near the intersect¡on, increase the danger since drivers traveling on Blackacres Blvd

have to pull out and enter the opposite side of the road - this increases the risk of collision
o when Blackacres Btvd is extended to the wes! as new subdivisions are built, Blackacres Blvd

traffic volume will increase, and the above problems will become worse

We take this probtem very seriousty and hope that when you make a decision the safety will become

your top priority.

Sincerely,

Alex & Eric Kubiak
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Mr. Pierre Tessier
27 YewtTree Gardens

London, Ontario
N6G 2S9

May 4,2012

To lVhom It May Concern,

I am asking that you please address this situation but putting a stop sign at this
intersection, which will make it mandatory for vehic_les to slow down and do the speed
limit and eliminate a dangerous situation in our neighbor.rhood.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

(

ch is apeaceful cul-de-sac offBlackacres
heavy and most vehicles are fravelling faster

the road just before Blackacres meets Yew
cars speeding around the corner. When I am

tying to exit offYew Tree Gardens on to Blackacres Blvd, I have to check both ways
several times before turning on to Blackaores Blvd due to the fact that c.a¡s speed around
the comer. Eve,n when it looks safe to turû it can change in a split second dúe to the
combination of speeding vehicles, along with the blind curve in the road. It is an
extremely dangerous intersection, which desperately needs to have a stop sign in place.

-..-J -*
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7q5 ßt-ø-'¿'¡t-PQz\
012{5-04

'o Whom lt May Concern:

My name is Jason Cocurullo, my wife Meghan and I (along with our two young children) live at the
intersection of Blackacres Boulevard and Edgehill Crescent. ln the almost four years that we have been

at this address we have noticed that drivers travel at extremely excessive speeds past our house;
the problem seems to be getting worse. We have already called London Transit to complain about
speed of the buses, but there is not much we can do about the cars. lt is not uncommon for cars to

on the¡r brakes behind us as we our turning left into our driveway. There are a lot of children whb
on this street, and there aren't many spots for them to safely cross the road. With the significant

on Blackacres, it makes it difficult to see what is up ahead, especially whqn speeding.

believe that the speeding will only get worse with the extension of Blackacres, but addition of one, or
multiple, stop s¡gns along this route would help to remedy this issue. People need to realize

Blackacres Blvd. is a residential street, not just a shortcut on their way home from work where the
limit is no issue.

Cocurullo

Blackacres Boulevard
ON

i: v \¿i,?- -v
Meghan Cocurullo
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Matt Brown
City fLondon

way stop - Yew Tree and Blackacres Blvd

Our

they
the t

As

and main concern has always been the buses that travel on the sfeet. This was

of 280 Blackacres for very close to 40 years now we have watched the
and development of our street from its muddy beginnings.

tue when our children were growing up and remains a concern. Then, as now,
up along this section of their route. with very little, if any, police presence,

have a green light along the entire length of the steet from Hawthome Rd to
¡rook. It is particularly dangerous whenthey Íavel eastbound as Yew Tree is a
blind spot until they make the tum.

our time here we have had at least five cars ram the boulevard in front of our
taking trees with them and at least two cars have run into homes as wèll. This
, which has no waming signs, is not hard to drive unless the cars violate the speed
which is obviously the case. In most cases it is cars ¡¿yslling westbound that-miss

the c
of

¡e. The latest incident early this year was an eastbound car that crosSed the centre
at Yew Tree and took out the boulevard tree at282 Blackacres (4ú time this has

Duri
hous

We
for

thus saving our parked cars at 280 Blackacres.

sign which we hope will be one of many along Blackacres is even more
with the extension of Blackacres into the new subdivision under development.
¡ a warning sigr indicating an upcoming stop sign might slow down cars and.

as they approach the curve.

y appreciate the effort of Mr. Craig in getting the speed monitor last summer and
úng your support in uying to prevent further accidents at this dangerous

Please continue to support us in solving this problem.
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From: n.olrvl"connell&CrisCarloss

0610s/2012

,tt

have seen the traffic on Blackacres Blvd. increase
e a growing concem of ours. Making a left turn
ue to the bend in the road on Blackacres which
compounded by cars parked on the opposite side

of the road which limits the road space available on Blackacres to drive clear of oncoming traffic, ofren appraching
have to "gun it" to drive clear of quickly approaching

either side of the stop sign, to allow for the safe exiting
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Subject - Blackacres Blvd. - Yew Tree Gardens Traffic Issue

AttentionMatt Brown
City Councillar, Ward 7

City of London

As residents of 281 Balckacres Blvd since 1974 we have seen our neighbourhood gtow.
'We 

saw Blackacres go from a dead end street to once the new section opens will be a
major
We have observed a minimum of l2bad accidents on the curve in front of our hor¡se. I
have, on hundreds of occasions tried to pull out of ou¡ driveway after carefully checking
both directions to have a vehicle bea¡ down on us and on some occasions where the
driver actually thinks we are at fault for being in his way. I have for a nurrber of years

backed my vehicle in so it was easier to get out. It doesn't help a lot. Even to walk across
the street has to be done with extreme caution. Can you imagine this same situation for
clildren and seniors. I plead with the city to do something to slow the taf,Ec down and
our proposal is a 3 way stop sign at Yew Tree and Blackacres.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration for the safety of our neighbourhood.

Regards

Steve Craig
Sharon Craig

281 Blackacres Blvd
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